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SELECTION OF THE OPTIMAL LEGAL ORGANIZATIONAL FORM WITH THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTION (RENOVATION,
ADAPTATIONS) AND MANAGEMENT OF THE CENTER

One of the key decisions in the phase of conceptual studies and concepts and before the start of all activities related to the
construction, renovation or operation of the Peÿina Intergenerational Center (hereinafter "Center") is the decision on the legal
organizational form of the Center. Legislation offers many options, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. An overview and
assessment of the most relevant and a recommendation for the selection of the most optimal is below.

Some of the listed forms have the possibility of obtaining the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest, for
which the organization must meet the following conditions:
- is a legal person under private law with its registered office in the Republic of Slovenia,
- it was set up exclusively by domestic or foreign natural or legal persons governed by private law,
- is non-profit,
- is non-profit,
- is independent of other entities,
-

it is not organized as a political party, church or other religious community, trade union or chamber.

Institution

The basic characteristic of the institution, which separates it from all other legal organizational forms, is that it is purpose-built property
(money, movable property, real estate and other property rights), which according to the Institutions Act (ZU, Uradni list RS, No. 70 /
05 and 91/05) becomes a legal person under private law. Its purpose must be of general use (the institution is established for purposes
in the fields of science, culture, sports, education, health, child, disability and social care, environmental protection, protection of
natural values and cultural heritage, for religious purposes and the like) or charitable (the institution is established for the purpose of
helping persons in need) and is generally permanent, with the beneficiaries not being identified by name and not limited to family
members.

An institution may carry out an activity which is necessary for the realization of the purpose for which it was established or is intended
for its promotion.

The founders may be domestic or foreign natural or legal persons, and the institution becomes a legal entity when the consent to the
founding act is given by the body responsible for the institutions (ie the ministry to which the institution's activity relates). The institution
is managed by at least a three-member board, the members of which may not be employees of the institution. The foundation can be
entered in the register of non-governmental organizations, and it can also obtain the status of a non-governmental organization in the
public interest.

In the wider local environment (in the Gorizia statistical region), the most well-known and largest institutions are the Foundation for
Peace in the Posoÿje (EUR 342 thousand in revenue and EUR 270 thousand in funds and 8.67 employees in 2020), the BIT
Foundation. Planota (EUR 120 thousand in revenues, EUR 54 thousand in funds, 3.55 employees) and the Zdenka Gustinÿiÿ
Foundation, Foundation for the Good of People and Nature (EUR 38 thousand in revenues, EUR 1.03 million in funds, excluding
employees). The first two of these have the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest. In Slovenia, the largest
institutions are the ITF Foundation for Strengthening Human Security (EUR 11,194 million in revenue, EUR 3,495 million in funding,
15.71 employees), the Slovenian Foundation for UNICEF (EUR 2.14 million in revenue, EUR 870,000 in funding, 14.57 employees). )
and the PRIZMA Foundation for the Improvement of Employment Opportunities (EUR 1,357 million in revenues, EUR 472 thousand
in assets, 14.71 employees).

Advantages:
- the establishment does not, in principle, require a cash contribution
- the possibility of obtaining the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest
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- the possibility of obtaining public funds (European and national) from specific tenders, but not from "economic" tenders

Weaknesses:
-

members of the managing authority may not be employed by the institution

- the basis of the activity must not be profit
Institute

In accordance with the Institutions Act (ZZ, Uradni list RS, nos. 12/91, 8/96, 36/00 and 127/06), an institute is an organization
established to perform the activities of education, science, culture, sports , health, social work, child care, disability care, social
insurance or other activities, if the purpose of the activity is not to make a profit. A special form is public institutes established for the
provision of public services or for those activities that are not defined as public services, if the provision of activities is provided in the
manner and under the conditions applicable to the public service. Public institutions may be established by the state, municipalities
and other public legal entities authorized by law, and other legal and natural persons may also be co-founders. An institute may
perform an economic activity if it is intended to perform the activity for which the institute was established.

The condition for the establishment is the provision of funds for the establishment and commencement of the operation of the institute,
whereby the law does not specify the scope of these funds in detail, and the fulfillment of the conditions specified by law. The institute
is managed by the institute's council, and the managing body is the director of the institute, who is usually appointed for a term of four
years and is in principle employed by the institute. The Institute may acquire the status of a non-governmental organization in the
public interest.

In the wider local environment (in the Gorizia statistical region), the most well-known and largest institutions in terms of wealth are
health and education (SB Nova Gorica, Zdravstveni dom Nova Gorica, Goriška lekarna, ŠC Nova Gorica, Psychiatric Hospital Idrija,
ZD Tolmin), among the rest are the Nova Gorica Retirement Home (in 2020 EUR 8,169 million in revenues and EUR 4,617 million in
funds and 230
employees), Dom upokojencev Podbrdo (EUR 7,205 million in revenues, EUR 6,683 million in assets, 170
employees) and Cirius Vipava (EUR 5,002 million in revenues, EUR 2,278 million in assets, 158 employees), and among privately
owned institutions, the Pristan Institute (EUR 4,658 million in revenues, EUR 1,791 million in assets, 124.91 employees). None of the
listed organizations has the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest. In Slovenia, the largest institutions are
ZPIZ, ZZZS and UKC Ljubljana, while among private institutions are the Institute of Personal Assistance Pomurje, Murska Sobota
(EUR 9,206 million in revenues, EUR 1,844 million in funds, 325.71 employees) and the Waldorf School Ljubljana (EUR 7,659 million
in revenues). EUR 2,156 million in assets, 183.09 employees). Institutions with the status of a non-governmental organization in the
public interest are rare, in the Posoÿje only SVITAR Institute for Spatial Planning, History and Art.

Advantages:
- the establishment does not, in principle, require a (major) cash contribution
- the possibility of obtaining the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest
- the possibility of obtaining the status of a public institution
- the possibility of obtaining public funds (European and national) from specific tenders as well as from
certain "economic" tenders
Weaknesses:

- the basis of the activity must not be profit
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Cooperative (with limited or unlimited liability)

In accordance with the Cooperatives Act (ZZad, Uradni list RS, nos. 97/09 and 121/21), a cooperative is an organization of a predetermined
number of members, which aims to promote economic benefits and develop economic or social activities of its members and is based on a
voluntary approach , free exit, equal participation and management of members. The cooperative may operate alone or through a subsidiary.

The cooperative is established by at least three able-bodied persons, and the adoption of cooperative rules is mandatory. The cooperative is
managed by the general assembly, and the management body is the president of the cooperative (with the board of directors in the case of
cooperatives with 10 or more members), who can delegate the operational implementation to the director. Due to its focus on profitable
operations, the cooperative cannot acquire the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest.

In the wider local environment (in the Gorizia statistical region) the best known and largest assets are KZ TOLMIN zoo Tolmin (in 2020 EUR
20,761 million in revenues and EUR 10,406 million in assets and 126.32 employees), KLET BRDA zoo Dobrovo (EUR 13,905 million). EUR of
revenues, EUR 25,755 million of assets, 93.11 employees) and KGZ Idrija zoo (EUR 7,969 million of revenues, EUR 3,169 million of assets,
55.88 employees). In Slovenia, the largest cooperatives are KZ Trebnje zoo (EUR 51,907 million in revenues, EUR 22,251 million in assets,
174.99 employees), KZ Metlika zoo (EUR 44,448 million in revenues, EUR 23,291 million in assets, 202.08 employees) and KZ Ptuj zoo EUR
42,106 million in revenues, EUR 17,983 million in assets, 132.57 million employees).

Advantages:
- the establishment does not, in principle, require a (major) cash contribution
- the possibility of obtaining public funds (European and national) from certain "economic" tenders and from state funds intended to support
cooperative activities
- Profit can be the cornerstone of an activity

Weaknesses:
-

members of the cooperative are equal in decision-making on the principle of "one member one vote"

-

there is no possibility of obtaining the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest

Society

In accordance with the Associations Act (ZDru-1, Uradni list RS, nos. 64/11 and 21/18), an association is an independent and non-profit
association established by its founders for the purpose of pursuing common interests. The purpose of the establishment and operation of the
association may not be to make a profit. Surplus revenues over expenses from all activities and other sources are permanently used by the
association to achieve its purpose and goals and is not shared among members. The association may perform a gainful activity, which must be
specified in the basic act and must be related to the purpose and objectives, as a complementary activity to non-profit activities of the association
and may be performed only to the extent necessary to achieve the purpose and objectives non-profit activities.

The association is established by at least three able-bodied persons (natural or legal). With the association the assembly of members,
the managing body is the president of the association. The association can obtain the status of a non-governmental organization in the public
interest.

In the wider local environment (in the Gorizia statistical region), the most famous and largest associations are PO-MOÿ (in 2020 EUR 612
thousand in revenues and EUR 105 thousand in assets and 23.52 employees), Football Association Gorica (EUR 585 thousand). revenues, EUR
215 thousand of assets, 3.05
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employees) and the Association of Volunteers of the Vincentian Association of Goodness (EUR 494 thousand in revenue, EUR 148
thousand in funds, 13.46 employees). In Slovenia, the largest associations are the Football Association of Slovenia
(EUR 12,314 million in revenues, EUR 20,322 million in assets, 49.58 million), SAZAS Association (EUR 10,704 million in revenues,
EUR 14,615 million in assets, 7 employees) and the Ski Association of Slovenia (EUR 10.43 million in revenues, EUR 10.57 million)
funds, 29.22 employees). Associations have the status of non-governmental organizations in the public interest, in the municipality of
Tolmin there are 39 of a total of 161 associations, including all voluntary fire brigades, hunting families and sports clubs.

Advantages:
- the establishment does not require a cash contribution
- the possibility of obtaining the status of a non-governmental organization in the public interest
- the possibility of obtaining public funds (European and national) from specific tenders
Weaknesses:

- the basis of the activity must not be profit
-

members of the association are equal in decision-making according to the principle of "one member one vote"

(Un) limited liability company / joint stock company

As the project is primarily intended for the provision of public and non-profit services and as the operating conditions of capital
companies are generally known (in this case completely inappropriate in terms of running the Center), we do not analyze these
companies in detail.

In view of the above, the institute proves to be the most optimal form, especially in the case of the possibility of the
Municipality of Tolmin participating as a (co) founder, as the institute could thus acquire the status of a public institute.
Among the remaining founders could be local communities from the Šentviška plateau (if they still exist as legal entities)
and other interested legal and natural persons. Those
a segment of operations that, due to the focus on profit, exceeds the operation of the institution, can be performed
external contractors.
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OVERVIEW OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE CENTER AND EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL ASPECTS

According to the current plans of the initiators of the project, the Center, which covers approximately 750 m2 of net area,
carried out the following activities:
1) Day care for the elderly

Day care is intended for individuals who do not yet need full-time, inpatient care and want or need help, supervision or an organized
form of living only for a certain number of hours per day. The basic criterion for the inclusion of persons in day care is that users
return home daily.

Day care is intended for users who are lonely at home, want to socialize and are already dependent on the help of another person,
but during the day they do not have anyone at home to take care of them. It thus enables the elderly to stay in their home
environment for as long as possible with the help of day care, which may make it easier to overcome the time until they are admitted
to full-time institutional care. It enables them to socialize with their peers and get involved in organized activities, which helps to
strengthen the body and mind and relieve the burden on relatives.

If necessary, individuals in day care for the elderly are offered transport from home and back, and these services are paid for.

The activity will be carried out in coordination with the Center for Day Care for the Elderly in Tolmin, whose branch will be in the
Center, and the Center for Day Care for the Elderly also offers the Center professional help and support.

The participation of volunteers is essential in this activity.

2) Transportation of the elderly

The center will own a vehicle that is available for transport to doctors, after chores, to day care, food delivery ... Services are
payable or covered by donations and reimbursements (e.g.
Red Cross).

The participation of volunteers is essential in this activity.

3) Holiday and afternoon care with workshops for children

The activity is primarily intended for children from the Šentviška plateau, who arrive at the center by bus after school, have lunch,
help with school work, instructions, workshops, and parents pick them up when they return from work. Thus, in the meantime,
children are not left to fend for themselves.
During the holidays, children are offered activities provided by volunteers, the Mala hiša association, etc.

The participation of volunteers is essential in this activity.

4) Workshops for everyone, socializing, performances ...

In the multi-purpose space, which can be quickly and easily changed and adapted with partitions and mobile, folding furniture,
workshops, circles, gatherings, lectures, tea parties, a library with a reading room, a computer corner ... for all able day care,
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pensioners, children ... Contractors can be locals with their knowledge, volunteers and public education providers
(eg Posoški Development Center).
5) Premises for rent
Multipurpose space can also be rented out for private events, both for individuals and legal entities (eg for team
buildings for companies).
6) Space for service activity
The space is rented by days / hours for several different activities such as hairdresser, massage, pedicure
....

7) Shop with info point for tourists
The Center plans to trade in basic foodstuffs in cooperation with an external contractor (for example, the Tolmin
Agricultural Cooperative), offering local products, souvenirs, products from the center's workshops, which can be
used by both locals and tourists.
The shop will also have an info point for tourists, which will serve as a reception for those tourists who spend the
night in apartments throughout the Šentviška plateau, with the possibility of upgrading the service to providing
transport, service and cleaning of apartments…
8) Kitchen and inn with restaurant
The activity is outsourced, which will prepare food for users of activities in the Center (all day care, residents,
children in care), as well as for home delivery, delivery to apartments, transit tourists, catering, social space
Aspask), celebrations ...
9) Housing
Within the Center, there are four smaller apartments and one larger unit (intended for shared beds), which are
intended either for long-term rent or for rent to tourists.

According to the attached financial simulations, the Centre's operations would be unprofitable in such a
framework and would not cover current operating costs (in the case of long-term rental) or the operation
would not be sufficient to cover all costs (in the case of rental properties for tourism). it is necessary to
find alternative sources of income that would ensure the long-term sustainability of the Centre's
operations.
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BACKGROUND: THE CONCEPT OF DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE ELDERLY

When planning the center, an important part of which will be the care of the elderly, it is necessary to rely on the concept
of deinstitutionalisation, which means gradually reducing the need for institutionalized care, in close connection with the
process of developing community services supporting independent living. in this case senior citizens. Research shows
that the remaining life is reduced by half when institutionalizing the elderly - older people who are institutionalized (in a
retirement home) live only half the time compared to those who spend their old age in a familiar environment.

Social inclusion was (was) one of the eleven priorities for cohesion policy in the period 20142020 (thematic objective 9), which was strongly promoted by the European Commission and for which substantial
funding was provided. According to the latest data, Slovenia is among the worst beneficiaries of these funds with less
than 10% utilization of funds. The Social Investment Package, adopted in 2013, highlights the reforms that Member
States need to introduce to ensure more appropriate and sustainable social policies by investing in people's skills and
capacities. It also provides some key messages that should be taken into account when modernizing social policies and
adapting them to new challenges, including through the European Structural and Investment Funds).

The Ministry of Labor, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, with the support of the European Union (from the
European Social Fund), has been leading a deinstitutionalisation project since 2018 under the Operational Program for
European Cohesion Policy 2014-2020, priority axis 9. "Social Inclusion and Poverty Reduction", 9.2. investment priority
and 9.2.1. the specific objective "Pilot-tested approaches for better integration of long-term care services". The aim of
the program is to organize services and establish services that respond to people's needs and compensate for the limited
and inappropriate response of institutions in such a way that people (with appropriate support and assistance from longterm community health and social care providers) environment or that some of those who are unable to live independently
and currently use these services in institutions will be able to return to the community from institutionalized forms of care.

Significant progress in this area is brought about by the Long-Term Care Act, adopted in December last year, which will
enable both monetary and non-monetary benefits for persons for whom long-term care is used.
The broader strategic framework for ideas on the deinstitutionalisation of older people at the national and local levels is
represented by:
-

The strategy of a long-lived society, adopted by the government in 2017 and related to this area in point 5.4
Creating an environment for active aging, among other things: “Most older people want to live in their home
environment and age with dignity and quality. Compared to other countries, Slovenia has a less developed
field of home care. Older people living in a home environment can be cared for by formal and informal carers. "

-

We are and will be older - all (strategic document for the elderly in the municipality of Tolmin 2021-2026), which
was adopted by the municipal council in 2021 and which unfortunately (in contrast to European and Slovenian
guidelines) focuses mainly on institutionalization, does not mention long-term care at all, and touches on this
topic only through increasing the choice of daily activities for the elderly (point 5.2.
Creating an environment for active aging, strategic goal 1)

The key areas of deinstitutionalization of the elderly were already defined in 2015 in a brilliant article Deinstitutionalisation
of long-term care by dr. Jože Ramovš, who in the field of long-term care in local communities defined 16 care programs
that have recently developed in European social services, namely:
1. Adapting housing for living in times of power loss
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The modern principle of gerontology is that man should, if at all possible, remain in his old age in his habitual
habitation; old age migrations are among the worst stresses. Houses and flats were not built appropriately for the
elderly: the average 50-year-old resident of Slovenia has to
walk 15 steps to get to your apartment; there are mostly tall bathtubs in the bathroom that the old man can no
longer use or are in danger of falling; did not hold; there are thresholds around the apartment; doors, especially in
toilets, are too narrow for wheelchair access. In recent years, the profession and politics have been raising
awareness and informing people on how to adapt their apartment for old age. Long-term care systems across
European countries give a certain amount to older people for this purpose
non-refundable money.
2. Relocation to a serviced apartment
is an option that is favorable if the old person has an oversized or unsuitable apartment, if he / she does not have
caregivers or if he / she decides to move to a serviced apartment for another reason.
(Sheltered housing is an inappropriate concept for this program because it is not about protecting the people in
it, but about the possibility of receiving the necessary care.) If a person cannot live at home due to old age,
chronic illness or disability, the long-term care system should be organized that moving to the most suitable form
of permanent residence for him will be one. It is contrary to modern gerontology that when a person becomes
more and more disabled, they move from one institution to another or from one department in the home to another
- this is a typical sign of high institutionalization. Serviced housing is built for people whose ability to perform daily
tasks is diminishing. It goes without saying that they have an above-average standard of age adjustment, and
their essence is that residents have a systemic service of washing, cooking, cleaning and other services, as well
as complete care and nursing if they need them later. It is advantageous if the serviced apartments are closely
connected with the local one
home for the elderly and with other care and nursing organizations. In a serviced apartment, the old man usually
lives completely independently in the beginning, the more he walks, the more care and care he receives. When
completely debilitated, a few adjoining serviced apartments are transformed into a serviced household group
within a modern nursing home.
3. Service offer of services at home
More than three-quarters of people receiving long-term care live at home; in European countries, informal family
caregivers provide between 70% and 90% of care for people in need (WeDO).
Many are aging alone or living together as an aging spouse. For them and also for those who live with younger
family members, a wide modern service offer of home services is indispensable.
The most common service of this kind is the delivery of food rations to the home; in many places in our country
this is a home for the elderly. Service assistance includes a number of other services (hairdresser, pedicure,
massage…) and voluntary or paid assistance in various tasks - from cleaning the apartment and shopping to
mowing the lawn. The municipality of Ravne na Koroškem e.g. introduces a modern local intergenerational center
in conjunction with a high school - students help the elderly with such tasks.
The Bielefeld model in northern Germany, a global example of deinstitutionalized care in a half-million environment,
offers hundreds of services at home, from a few dozen free volunteers to very expensive ones such as e.g.
demanding rehabilitation physiotherapy.
4. Training of family members for coexistence with the old man, for his care and nursing
5. Modern strengthening of neighborhood and voluntary care assistance
6. Remote assistance with information and communication technology (ICT)
7. Family doctor at home
8. Home health care
9. Social care at home
10. Relieving relief for family caregivers 11. Educational
holidays for family carers and care recipients
12. Day care
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In our country, homes for the elderly are being introduced to a lesser extent, and people call it a "kindergarten for the elderly".
It is more established in some parts of Europe. This program helps families a lot if everyone is at home at work and school
and the old man can’t be alone.
13. Night care
14. Home for the elderly (modern, internally deinstitutionalized local home for the elderly)
15. Accommodation in a foster family
16. Hospice

The idea of the Peÿine intergenerational center is thus an exceptional opportunity to establish the concept of long-term care in local
communities (in the "residential / tourist" part of the building), which would serve as a model for such centers throughout Slovenia. As
large-scale European cohesion policies are available at the same time, it is currently an ideal option to obtain a grant for the whole
project.

In the Soÿa region, the need for long-term care is facing a shortage of residential real estate, which further accelerates the formation of
the "wrong reverse demographic pyramid" (Figure 1), which in the coming years will cause extensive problems in the labor market
community.

Figure 1: Demographic pyramid of the Soÿa region (municipalities of Tolmin, Kobarid and Bovec) - data on 1 July 2021
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Source: SORS, own calculations

Note: Although at first glance it seems that the situation has been improving recently, it is only a matter of content noise people aged 0 to 19 are not yet part of the active population and have not yet emigrated in search of better life opportunities

For several years, the author has been developing an idea that addresses both problems with the innovative use of financial instruments
that are adapted and purposefully designed for this purpose. The final form of the financial service could be ready in a few months, and
the Peÿine Intergenerational Center project is an ideal location for the premiere implementation of this idea.
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THE CONCEPT OF EXCHANGING OWN PROPERTY IN EXCHANGE OF LIFETIME GUARANTEED
ACCOMMODATION IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Starting points:

- Numerous housing units (both dwellings and houses), especially in rural areas, were
purchased or built for multi-generational living together, but after the children moved away, they were left to the elderly
(often widows or widowers), who cannot effectively take care of their maintenance with low incomes

- as a result, the owners are trapped by the rich - they own significant assets that they cannot monetize, and with their regular
income they cannot afford quality accommodation (adequate heating and food) or adequate maintenance of the property
(regular renovation work, exchange roofs, replacement of heating devices, thermal rehabilitation of the building…)

- as such a situation can last for decades, this housing stock is significantly losing its own
value
-

Property owners do not have sufficient knowledge or financial and legal literacy to change the accommodation facility for
a more suitable one, and there is a high probability of abuse and fraud in such exchanges.

- on the other hand, there are many young families (both in terms of marital status and in terms of content) who would
want to stay in their hometown, but due to limited or non-existent real estate supply, they do not have this option

Key goals:
- enable older property owners to exchange their property for a secure form of lifelong residence in a building that is
significantly more suitable for their age in terms of size and functionality, shorten the period in which residential
buildings come on the market
-

to enable young families to acquire suitable residential property in
home environment

Method of implementation:

1. Housing fund owned by the municipality or. in an inter-municipal association (or a comparable special purpose vehicle,
SPV) building or. renovate a multi-apartment building adapted to the elderly population:
o smaller units (30-40 m2 for one person, 40-50 m2 for two people)
o Ground floor apartments, ideally with a small adjoining garden
o Internal layout suitable for people who are expected to be more and more
physically handicapped

o can also be serviced housing in accordance with the law
The ideal location for such a facility is in the city, close to the health center and grocery stores and close to the existing
retirement home, where (at least) one hot meal a day and socializing among the elderly can be provided.

2. The housing fund buys it from the owner (s) of the property, and in return the owners acquire the right to lifelong residence
(without paying rent) in the building from the previous point or in a retirement home when the tenant will no longer be able
to take care of themselves. The guarantee of such a lease is taken over by the municipality - it usually takes care of some
elderly people in this way now, only the opposite way (registration of a mortgage on the property, after the sale of which the
municipality's receivables are repaid), which usually means that real estate is much less valuable:

o The property is appraised by a certified appraiser
o the appropriate part of the assets is retained according to the actuarial calculation (+ reserve approx. 20%),

any difference is paid to the owners
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o The property is inspected by the fund and, if necessary, carried out maintenance work, then sold
interested young families
o Funds raised through purchases can be used for further projects on this
field
in this case, the young family does not have the funds or. is not creditworthy for the entire purchase price,
but it is in the interest of the municipality to stay in the domestic environment, the fund may transform
part of the receivable from the purchase price into a long-term receivable

3. The role of the bank in the concept is multifaceted:
o Create and study all the details of the concept, including all necessary permits (collection
funds from natural persons!)
o advises on the technical and financial implementation of the concept, develops standard documents,
politics in acts
o finances the housing fund in the construction of a multi-apartment building and in the intervening
period between the purchase and sale of primary real estate
In the case of construction in the area of smaller or more risky (ie over-indebted) municipalities, it can enter
the project with a guarantee to the primary owner

Idea and design: Aleš Kavÿiÿ
Illustration: Natasa Hvala, MlekArtz
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SID bank

municipality

advising on the implementation of the concept;

guarantee for the fund's liabilities

financing the construction of a housing facility;
founder

guarantee to property owners (especially in smaller or more risky
municipalities)

real estate

sale at estimated value
municipal housing fund /

in

property owner (s)

special purpose vehicle (SPV)
payment of surplus; lifelong guarantee of residence
purchase of real estate

relocation

construction

possible lending
building with
young family

several (serviced)
apartments
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SENSITIVE ANALYSIS ANALYSIS
In the case of long-term rental of residential work:
level of impact on the Centre's operations
low medium high

type of external shock
Health emergencies (eg epidemic)

X

Amendment to the Long-Term Care Act General

X
X

change in the price level (inflation)
X

Economic imbalances (economic crisis)

In the case of renting out residential work:
level of impact on the Centre's operations
low medium high

type of external shock

X

Health emergencies (eg epidemic)
X

Amendment to the Long-Term Care Act General

X

change in the price level (inflation)

X

Economic imbalances (economic crisis)

In the case of renting housing for the purpose of long-term care:
level of impact on the Centre's operations
low medium high

type of external shock

X

Health emergencies (eg epidemic)

X

Amendment to the Long-Term Care Act General
X

change in the price level (inflation)
X

Economic imbalances (economic crisis)

From an economic point of view, the Center is not profitable in any of the studied variants (see Annex), but options in which
the residential part of the Center is rented on market principles (for long-term or tourist purposes) allow obtaining public
funding only for (non-market) facility, which is still not enough for the profitability and viability of the project. The option
where the residential part of the Center is rented out for the purpose of long-term care is generally unprofitable, but its
financial gap is smaller than the investment that could be provided with public funds, so this option is the only one of the
three studied feasible .
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Machine Translated by Google

CONCLUSION

According to the current conceptual design, the concept of the Peÿine Intergenerational Center envisages a larger
number of activities, namely:
1) Day care for the elderly
2) Transportation of the elderly

3) Holiday and afternoon care with workshops for children
4) Workshops for everyone, socializing, performances ...

5) Premises for rent
6) Space for service activity 7) Trade with
info point for tourists
8) Kitchen and inn with restaurant
9) Housing
Given the high initial investment and relatively high operating costs, the project is feasible in the envisaged form only if
public (or donor) funds are provided both for the implementation itself and to cover part of the running costs.

Given the European Commission's emphasis on deinstitutionalisation, including in the field of the elderly through longterm care, the concept of a long-term care center in local communities should be considered, while other activities would
remain identical to the current concept. project. Extensive funding from the European Union through cohesion policy for
such investments would make access to grants to finance investment much easier. At the same time, through the
recently adopted Long-Term Care Act and also through the use of innovative methods of real estate exchange, we would
ensure sufficient regular cash flow to cover current operating costs.
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